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Abstract. An airborne trace gas sensor based on mid-
infrared technology is presented for fast (1 s) and high-
precision ethane measurements during the Atmospheric Car-
bon and Transport-America (ACT-America) study. The ACT-
America campaign is a multiyear effort to better understand
and quantify sources and sinks for the two major greenhouse
gases carbon dioxide and methane. Simultaneous airborne
ethane and methane measurements provide one method by
which sources of methane can be identified and quantified.
The instrument described herein was operated on NASA’s
B200 King Air airplane spanning five separate field deploy-
ments. As this platform has limited payload capabilities,
considerable effort was devoted to minimizing instrument
weight and size without sacrificing airborne ethane measure-
ment performance. This paper describes the numerous fea-
tures designed to achieve these goals. Two of the key in-
strument features that were realized were autonomous instru-
ment control with no onboard operator and the implementa-
tion of direct absorption spectroscopy based on fundamen-
tal first principles. We present airborne measurement perfor-
mance for ethane based upon the precisions of zero air back-
ground measurements and ambient precision during quies-
cent stable periods. The airborne performance was improved
with each successive deployment phase, and we summarize
the major upgraded design features to achieve these improve-
ments. During the fourth deployment phase in the spring of

2018, the instrument achieved 1 s (1σ) airborne ethane preci-
sions reproducibly in the 30–40 parts per trillion by volume
(pptv) range in both the boundary layer and the less turbu-
lent free troposphere. This performance is among some of the
best reported to date for fast (1 Hz) airborne ethane measure-
ments. In both the laboratory conditions and at times during
calm and level airborne operation, these precisions were as
low as 15–20 pptv.

1 Introduction

The Atmospheric Carbon and Transport-America (ACT-
America) campaign was a 4-year study composed of five dif-
ferent aircraft campaigns over the continental US to quan-
tify sources, sinks, and transport of carbon dioxide (CO2)

and methane (CH4), two of the major greenhouse gases.
There are a multitude of sources of methane emissions into
the atmosphere, such as oil and natural gas exploration and
production (e.g., emissions from drilling, on-site process-
ing, storage, flaring, and transmission), coal mines, wild-
fires, ruminants and associated manure, landfills, water treat-
ment plants, wetlands, and stagnant water ponds. In order to
evaluate their respective contribution to total emissions, it is
important to distinguish and quantify these various sources.
One method that has successfully been employed is to utilize
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fast simultaneous measurements of CH4 and ethane (C2H6).
Both gases are co-emitted from oil and natural gas produc-
tion in varying amounts depending upon the particular shale
formation and specific production activity. By contrast, bio-
genic methane sources are usually not also ethane sources. In
addition to its role in characterizing methane sources, ethane
is long-lived and one of the most abundant non-methane hy-
drocarbons. Since its reaction rate with OH is ∼ 40 times
higher than the methane reaction rate with OH at 298 K, large
enhancements in ethane relative to methane can dramatically
affect local OH levels, and hence ethane acts as an indirect
greenhouse gas (Kort et al., 2016). This paper discusses the
development and deployment of a precise, accurate, and fast
instrument that can reliably measure ethane on small low-
flying aircraft and provide invaluable information related to
greenhouse emissions.

Richter et al. (2015) discuss the precursor of the instru-
ment presented here for high-performance airborne mea-
surements of ethane coupled with simultaneous measure-
ments of formaldehyde (CAMS-1: Compact Atmospheric
Multispecies Spectrometer). CAMS-1 employs a tunable
mid-infrared (mid-IR) laser source based upon difference
frequency generation (DFG) to access strong vibrational–
rotational lines in the mid-IR spectral region. Richter et
al. (2015) and Weibring et al. (2006, 2007, 2010) discuss
the performance advantages of DFG-based technology for
this purpose. Measuring formaldehyde and ethane simulta-
neously, CAMS-1 achieved a 1 s (1σ) airborne precision of
40–50 parts per trillion by volume (pptv) and 15–20 pptv, re-
spectively, for formaldehyde and ethane. All ethane preci-
sions discussed in this paper refer to 1 s 1σ levels. However,
CAMS-1 is too large and too heavy for operations on the
NASA B200 King Air turboprop aircraft employed during
ACT-America (requires two large aircraft racks and weighs
between 270 and 320 kg, depending upon the exact config-
uration). CAMS-1, furthermore, requires an onboard opera-
tor, which adds an additional weight of approximately 110–
140 kg (operator and seat). For the ACT-America study, an
instrument with the performance of CAMS-1 was needed
to satisfy the limited space, power, and weight capabilities
without an onboard operator. Aside from the larger platforms
(e.g., NASA DC-8, NCAR C130), smaller airborne platforms
are being increasingly utilized as more flexible and economic
platforms to study atmospheric science questions. CAMS-2
was designed to be easily accommodated by these platforms.

Yacovitch et al. (2014), Smith et al. (2015), and most re-
cently Kostinek et al. (2019) reported the use of a smaller and
lighter-weight high-performance IR laser system from Aero-
dyne Research, Inc. and successfully recorded high-quality
and fast ethane measurements. The latter paper describes im-
provements to such systems for high-performance measure-
ments of CH4, CO2, CO, and N2O in addition to C2H6 on the
NASA C-130 aircraft during ACT-America. Both the C-130
and B200 were deployed with similar payloads and coordi-
nated flight paths to study the transport of greenhouse gases,

primarily CO2 and CH4, by midlatitude weather systems.
Papers related to these activities are Pal et al. (2020), Feng
et al. (2019), Zhou et al. (2020), Barkley et al. (2019a, b),
and Bell et al. (2020). Typical airborne ethane measurement
precisions reported by Yacovitch et al. (2014) and Smith et
al. (2015) were approximately 80 pptv, which is about a fac-
tor of 4 higher than when the aircraft was on the ground.
Kostinek et al. (2019) further break out their airborne mea-
surement precisions for both the free troposphere, where the
effects of aircraft turbulence and vibrations are minimal, and
in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) where the opposite is
the case. They report ethane precisions of 146 pptv in the
free troposphere (smooth flight conditions) and 205 pptv in
the PBL (frequent turbulence). Kostinek et al. (2019), and
references therein, also discuss the fact that airborne mea-
surement precisions of these spectrometers are dramatically
affected by cabin pressure changes as the aircraft ascends and
descends to different flight levels or altitudes. To address this,
these researchers carried out the frequent addition of calibra-
tion standards every 5–10 min for a total duration of 20 s,
which includes a 10 s flush time. As shown by Kostinek et
al. (2019) this procedure minimized in-flight discrepancies
compared to measurements of methane carried out with a
separate cavity ring-down spectrometer.

The effects of cabin pressure changes on retrieved mix-
ing ratios is not unique to Aerodyne spectrometers and have
also been observed with our wide variety of previous IR in-
struments in past airborne deployments. The cabin pressure
effect is endemic to all such spectrometers without pres-
sure control of the entire optical setup. Pressure perturba-
tions can cause multiple effects such as movement of opti-
cal fringes in the open-air path external to the sample cell,
changes in background baseline features from deflection of
windows and other components, changes in analyte concen-
trations in the open-air path, and other effects specific to
the optical measurement configuration. Small differences in
the optical structure between measurements and instrument
background and/or zeroing imposes a time dependence on
the effects of such pressure changes, which may or may not
be reproducible with pressure. For the detection of molec-
ular species with smaller absorption cross sections and/or a
smaller atmospheric concentration at the parts per billion or
parts per trillion by volume level, such technical noise of-
ten fundamentally limits the quality of measurement and sci-
entific value. To mitigate this effect, CAMS-2 employed a
pressure-stabilized enclosure around the entire optical sys-
tem.

Like its predecessor, CAMS-2 employs a mid-IR laser
source based upon difference frequency generation (DFG)
technology. We discuss herein the numerous designs imple-
mented to reduce weight and size as well as to incorporate
autonomous instrument control without the need for an on-
board operator. This system reliably acquired high-precision
and fast ethane measurements (30–40 pptv) on the B200 air-
craft over several hundred flight hours during the first to
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Figure 1. Instrument layout and components.

fourth ACT-America deployment phases. The airborne per-
formance was improved with each successive field deploy-
ment phase study, and we summarize the major upgrades
to achieve these improvements. We also show that the re-
trieved ethane background values surrounding each ambient
period can be used to estimate one component of the total
measurement uncertainty (TMU). We also present compar-
isons with NOAA/ESRL Global Monitoring Division pro-
grammable flask package (PFP) ethane measurements ac-
quired on the same aircraft and show example correlations
with methane in providing methane source characterizations.

2 Instrument design and setup

The instrument is mounted to a Welch (Welch Mechani-
cal Design, LLC) rack (85 cm height ×61 cm depth ×51 cm
width, 20 kg) and consists of several subassemblies. The
laser spectrometer and a data acquisition system are mounted
inside a temperature-, pressure-, and vibration-controlled
vessel mounted to the top of the rack, while a gas flow con-
trol and calibration system, including a vacuum pump and an
uninterruptible power system (UPS), are mounted to the in-
terior of the rack. Figure 1 shows a photo of the instrument
with the major system components as deployed in the cabin
of the NASA King Air B200 aircraft.

2.1 DFG laser source and detection module

The spectrometer consists of three parts: (1) the seed lasers
and fiber amplifiers, (2) the DFG mid-IR generation and de-
tection module, and (3) the multi-pass sampling cell. These
are all shown in Fig. 2. The laser module is based on two
fiber-coupled diode laser sources and fiber amplifiers, which
are mounted on a vibration-damped baseplate inside the
spectrometer enclosure.

Figure 2. Mid-IR source schematic. Er: erbium-doped fiber; Yb:
ytterbium-doped fiber; OI: optical isolator; WDM: wavelength divi-
sion multiplexer; L1-5: lens; PPLN: periodically poled lithium nio-
bate; F: Ge filter; S1-2: beam splitter; MP cell: multi-pass cell; RD:
reference detector; AMD: amplitude modulation detector; CD: cell
detector.

Both the signal laser (1562 nm distributed feedback)
and pump laser (1063.5 nm distributed Bragg reflector) are
computer-controlled for wavelength scanning. The laser out-
puts are amplified in custom-built rare-earth-doped erbium
(Er) and ytterbium (Yb) fiber amplifiers and produce up to
500 and 800 mW of optical output power. The fiber out-
puts are fusion-spliced to a wavelength division multiplexer
(WDM). The fiber gain sections are backward-pumped by
Bragg grating stabilized diode lasers (976 nm). Faraday op-
tical isolators are used to minimize optical feedback to the
seed lasers and fiber amplifier gain section. The combined
fiber amplifier outputs are focused into a 1 mm thick and
50 mm long nonlinear periodically poled lithium niobate
(PPLN) crystal to generate tunable mid-IR radiation. The sig-
nal (MFD= 9.5 µm) and pump (MFD= 6.2 µm) beams are
imaged (M = 18) into the PPLN crystal with a two-lens sys-
tem consisting of a f = 2.75 mm aspheric lens (L1 in Fig. 2)
followed by a plano-convex f = 50 mm CaF2 lens (L2 in
Fig. 2). The PPLN crystal is mounted to a copper block at-
tached to a Peltier element and is heated to a temperature
of about 40 ◦C to satisfy the phase-matching condition. To
maximize the conversion process in the PPLN crystal, the
polarization of the individual signal lasers is adjusted to a
linear polarization state by in-line polarization controllers
(not shown). As shown in Fig. 2, the converted mid-IR idler
beam at the output of the PPLN is imaged by a CaF2 lens
(L3, 50 mm) into the multi-pass absorption cell (MP) config-
ured for an effective optical path length of 47.6 m. The re-
maining unconverted signal and pump radiation exiting the
PPLN are removed by a germanium filter (F), and reflec-
tions off this filter are directed onto a series of absorbent
glass filters (not shown). The PPLN module is shielded to
prevent scattered pump and signal light from reaching the
detectors in the detection module. The mid-IR beam then
passes through two beam splitters (S1 and S2) before be-
ing directed into the MP. The first (S1) splits off ∼ 1 % of
the beam, which is directed through a cell containing pure
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ethane (C2H6) (0.4 torr) and onto the reference detector (RD)
for computer-controlled passive wavelength locking and/or
tracking. The second beam splitter (S2) splits off 50 % of the
remaining beam and is then focused by a 25 mm CaF2 lens
onto an amplitude modulation detector (AMD). This allows
close matching of the beam intensities and spectral features
on the AMD and cell detector CD (L5, f = 25 mm CaF2
lens) to remove common-mode optical noise from the laser
source assembly, including fiber-optic components. Neither
apertures nor special coatings were applied in the detection
module housing to suppress scattered light except for two
beam dumps to reduce the impact of reflections originating
from the immersion lens of each detector. The optical com-
ponents are affixed to the baseplate by UV-cured epoxy after
alignment.

2.2 MP cell and opto-mechanical design

Similar to the patented multi-pass cell design employed in
CAMS-1 (Richter et al., 2015), the present MP offers a long
path length (47.6 m, 49 round trips) and smaller sampling
volume (∼ 1 L) than traditional Herriott cells. This is ac-
complished employing a sealed hollow-core tube in addi-
tion to an outer cylindrical tube that provides a vacuum-
tight optical sampling cell. The inner tube is mounted cen-
tered to the cell’s longitudinal optical axis, reducing the sam-
pling volume between the two spherical mirrors of a tradi-
tional Herriott cell. Its diameter is limited to a radius that
provides sufficient clearance of the recirculating beams be-
tween the two spherical mirrors. In addition, this patented
design (Richter, 2013) significantly reduces the optical scat-
tering that is received by the detectors (Richter et al., 2015).
A solid non-flexing opto-mechanical coupling between the
DFG components and the detectors is of utmost importance,
as it minimizes intensity perturbations and optical baseline
shape changes. One end of the multi-pass cell is mounted
solid to this base assembly, while the other end is left floating
to avoid mechanical stress due to thermal expansion when the
system is not actively temperature-controlled (not in use).

The core inner tube of the MP cell is made out of carbon
fiber, providing excellent stiffness and low thermal expan-
sion. The MP cell spherical mirrors have an outer diameter of
63.5 mm with a centroid circular hole of 35 mm, prescribing
a torus (donut) shape. The mirrors are mounted to a cylin-
drical flange, which in turn is suspended by five polished
stainless-steel rods connected to the end of the inner tube
flange. The opto-mechanical arrangement allows the flange
to slide along the rods for adjustment of the mirror sepa-
ration to allow adjustment for tolerances of the MP mirror
radius of curvature and obtain a circular pattern with the de-
sired path length and number of round-trip reflections. The
mirror flange also accommodates a simple tip-and-tilt design
to compensate for any machining tolerances of the mirrors or
angular offsets of the carbon-fiber inner tube. A borosilicate
glass tube is used as the outer cell body to provide visible

access to trace an alignment beam. The beam is launched
from one side of the MP cell and exits the cell on the oppos-
ing side, allowing for a compact setup with a close mounting
of detectors. The entire spectrometer, including the MP cell,
DFG laser source with seed lasers and fiber amplifiers, cur-
rent and temperature controllers, FPGA, and power supplies,
is arranged into a compact package that fits into a 30.5 cm
diameter pressurized and thermally controlled enclosure. All
optical fibers are embedded in memory foam to minimize the
pickup of acoustic noise and prevent the movement of the op-
tical fibers during airborne operation.

2.3 Electronics: power supplies, detectors, filters,
preamps, FPGA, and communications

For this instrument, electronics and control systems were de-
signed to support autonomous and calibration-free operation.
This included the use of low-power-consumption electronic
components, minimized thermal impact, and reduced weight
and size. Electronic components and circuits were designed
to operate with a low electronic noise floor well beyond de-
sired sensitivity requirements. One method to achieve sig-
nificant savings in weight and size was accomplished by re-
placing large and heavy linear power supplies with switching
power supplies.

Desired electronic performance was achieved by employ-
ing (1) low-noise (Vpp< 5 mV output) power supplies (PS)
with appropriate filtering, (2) a judicious design of power
and grounding pathways, (3) low-noise laser diode (LD)
drive electronics and low-noise detector amplification, (4) all
components controlled by a single embedded computer with
synchronized arbitrary waveform generation and data ac-
quisition at 320 kHz, and (5) computerized signal process-
ing, yielding an electronic noise floor corresponding to a
fractional minimum absorbance of Amin ∼ 1–2× 10−6 for a
power level of ∼ 10–20 µW. All electronic components are
schematically shown in Fig. 3, and further details regarding
items (4) and (5) above will be discussed in Sect. 2.6.

The CD, AMD, and RD detectors are three-stage Peltier-
cooled (−60 ◦C) Vigo HgCdTe detectors (D*∼ 5× 1010 at
1 kHz, Rs∼ 500k, Cs∼ 400 pF, d = 0.1 mm) with immersed
ball lenses (d = 1 mm), providing almost identical response
and noise characteristics. The detectors, operating in pho-
tovoltaic mode, are matched to low-noise trans-impedance
amplifiers (TIAs) directly located at the detectors, yielding a
trans-impedance gain of ∼ 100× 103. The TIA outputs are
sent into band-pass (BP) filter channels for each detector be-
fore digitization by the computer system. The CD TIA out-
put is also sent into a low-pass (LP) filter channel to mea-
sure the transmission power of the laser through the MP cell,
allowing for compensation of beam path fluctuations and
mirror degradations. The spectrometer computer system is
based on a real-time Linux host and a field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) used for all input–output (IO) functions.
The FPGA controls the arbitrary waveform generator and
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Figure 3. Electronics and power schematic. UPS: uninterruptible power system; LD: laser diode; TEC: thermoelectric cooler; CTRL: con-
troller; ARB: arbitrary waveform output; Set: set-point voltage output; DAQ: data acquisition; AIO: analog input–output; Trans-Z: trans-
impedance amplifier; P : pressure; T : temperature; V : volumetric flow.

the 16 bit analog-to-digital (AI) converter as well as custom
timing and safety control of the laser drivers. The FPGA
also handles housekeeping (temperatures, pressures, flows,
etc.) using a combination of AI, AO, DIO, and I2C sensors.
Communication between the spectrometer, flow system (see
Sect. 2.4), operator, and service technician is handled by a
Wi-Fi router with a built-in cellular modem. The system real-
time clock is set via a Network Time Protocol (NTP) time
server onboard the aircraft. The operator controls the sys-
tem using either an iPad or Android device. Figure 3 shows
a schematic of the various electronics systems.

2.4 Calibration, flow, and pressure-stabilized optical
enclosure systems

The gas handling system (Fig. 4) is comprised of (1) an inlet
system with a port for introduction of zero air and calibra-
tion mixtures, (2) zero air and calibration cylinders with ap-
propriate flow control (FC) and suck-back controllers, (3) the
MP cell with inlet pressure control (PC) and outlet flowme-
ter (FM), (4) the vacuum pump with manual shutoff and
flow control values (V1 and V2), and (5) a real-time Linux
computer (not shown) with integrated FPGA (analog, digital,
input–output).

Ambient air is sampled perpendicular to the aircraft flow
through a heated stainless-steel inlet (35 ◦C, 1 cm i.d.) lo-
cated outside the fuselage boundary layer and is drawn
through a heated teflon (PTFE) line, through a 3 µm parti-
cle filter, through a pressure controller (MKS640A), and into
the MP. The total inlet length from the inlet entrance to the

Figure 4. Flow system diagram. V1-2: flow control valve; V3-5:
pressure relief valve; PC: pressure controller; FC: flow controller;
FM: flowmeter; MPC: multi-pass cell; CAL: calibration gas cylin-
der; TEC AC: thermoelectric air conditioner; filter: 3 µm particle
filter.

cell entrance is ∼ 6 m. The MP cell pressure is controlled to
73 torr±0.1 torr. The reduced-pressure gas is fed through the
pressure-stabilized vessel surrounding the entire optical sys-
tem (shown in Fig. 1 as the cylinder) and into the multi-pass
cell using flexible Teflon tubing to reduce vibration coupling.
Similarly, all electrical connections to and from the optical
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system were directed through vacuum feedthroughs. For a
typical sample flow rate of 4 slm we achieve a cell residence
time of ∼ 1 s (1/e). The inlet / sampling cell time lag, which
varies with altitude, ranges between 2.5 s (25 kft.) and 5 s (at
the surface), and all final data have been appropriately time-
shifted to account for this.

The flow system computer controls all functionality
(flows, pressures, temperatures) and sequencing of the flow
system in accordance with commands from the spectrome-
ter computer system. The system operates in three modes:
ambient, background, and calibration standard. In the ambi-
ent mode, outside ambient air is drawn through the multi-
pass cell for 5–7 min after which the background mode is en-
gaged. Here ultrapure air (Scott Marrin) from the air cylin-
der is fed to the inlet tip at a higher flow rate than the cell
intake flow, thereby excluding ambient air from the system
and allowing instrument backgrounds to be recorded. In to-
tal, zero air is directed into the inlet for 90 s, which includes
30 s of background acquisitions and 30 s delay times before
and after each background to allow sufficient time for flush-
ing and system stabilization. After ∼ 90 s, the ambient mode
is engaged again and the cycle starts over. During the calibra-
tion standard mode, a known mixing ratio of C2H6 to CH4
(20 / 2000 ppbv) is fed into the zero airstream by a flow con-
troller, which is then added to the inlet. This was performed
before and after each flight to verify instrument accuracy.
During ambient and background modes, a small suck-back
flow (0.3 slm) is engaged to draw away any residual standard
trapped in the addition line.

Acquisition of zero air backgrounds throughout each flight
not only chemically zeros the entire gas handling flow path,
which is important for elimination of outgassing effects af-
ter high-transient-concentration sampling, but also removes
nonzero retrieved ethane mixing ratios due to optical effects.
This frequent zeroing further allows us to assess instrument
precisions throughout each flight by fitting the zero air back-
ground spectra during each zeroing period. In comparison to
previous systems, the flow system here is made less complex
by replacing heated scrubber systems and more complicated
calibration systems with zero air and calibration gas cylin-
ders as well as simplified gas handling paths. By controlling
the air and standard gas flow rates, known concentrations can
be generated and are used to verify the instrument accuracy
and precision.

As shown in Fig. 1, the optical enclosure is thermally insu-
lated, while the temperature of the entire optical train is con-
trolled. In an effort to simplify and reduce costs, the pressure
vessel (enclosure) was designed from a stock 30.5 cm o.d.
6061-T6 aluminum pipe. The walls were turned down with a
lathe in equidistant sections along its longitudinal axis, leav-
ing thicker sections in the middle and end to accommodate
the mounting of end plates and rack mounting points. The
internal spectrometer assembly was suspended via vibration
isolators to the outer shell, while the vessel was mounted to
the rack with wire rope shock isolators. One end plate was

used for easy access to the DFG module, while the opposing
end was used to feed through the gas and electrical connec-
tions and serve as a mounting plate for the air conditioner.
However, during the first two field campaigns in the sum-
mer of 2016 and the winter 2017, the sealing area on the
vessel end surfaces was poor, resulting in a higher leak rate.
This was subsequently rectified by increasing the sealing sur-
face on both end plates by replacing an O-ring with a flat
10 mm wide rubber gasket. This significantly reduced enclo-
sure pressure changes from values as high as 41 torr when
the B200 cabin pressure changed by 144 torr as the aircraft
ascended from 0.5 to 9.1 km over the course of 12 min dur-
ing the summer 2016 campaign to values as low as 0.3 torr
change in the enclosure when the cabin pressure changed by
19 torr during an ascent from 0.5 to 4.5 km during the fall
2017 campaign. Sometimes rapid cabin pressure changes oc-
curred about 1 min or less prior to the aircraft changing alti-
tude. Since such cabin pressure changes can occur over time
periods much faster than can be captured by frequent zeroing
and/or calibration, optical enclosure pressure stabilization is
required for robust high performance. The poor pressure sta-
bilization during the summer 2016 campaign provided us
with a direct quantitative figure of merit in terms of pres-
sure change per unit time that must be achieved for high per-
formance. During flight, enclosure pressures are maintained
around 615 torr by pumping on the enclosure while employ-
ing an MKS 640A pressure controller and adding a small
controlled flow (∼ 0.2 slm) of zero air into the enclosure.

2.5 Air-conditioning and uninterruptible power system

The air-conditioning system was designed to minimize size
and complexity and consists of two (Qmax= 341 W each)
thermoelectric cooler (TEC) elements attached to one end
plate of the enclosure and adjacent fans attached to the in-
side enclosure wall to circulate the air. The enclosure internal
temperature was set to operate at 26 ◦C±0.5 ◦C for a cabin
temperature range of 10–30 ◦C. Compared to previous sys-
tem designs, this is less complex but has a large power con-
sumption and degradation in cooling efficiency when the dif-
ference between enclosure and cabin temperatures reaches
> 10 ◦C. The system warm-up time is 60–90 min from a
cold start depending on ambient temperature and is mainly
dependent on the instrument thermal mass reaching operat-
ing temperature. Attached to the optical enclosure is thermal
insulating foam (thermal conductivity 0.035 W per (m*K)).
The UPS system keeps all system components running for
a minimum of 30 min except the air-conditioning and flow
system during power switch overs from ground to aircraft
power and during refueling. However, not keeping enclosure
temperature–pressure constant during no-power aircraft op-
erations requires 20–30 min for the instrument to restabilize
in some cases.
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2.6 Signal processing and software

This section provides an overview of the various software
processing modules, and more detailed information will be
presented in subsequent sections. The computer software
is based on object-oriented LabVIEW and uses standard
and custom plug-in software modules with the National In-
struments Distributed Control and Automation Framework
(DCAF) as well as custom FPGA code. To suppress asyn-
chronous noise, the arbitrary waveform generator and data
acquisition boards are controlled and phase-locked by the
FPGA. An 800 Hz sawtooth waveform with a smooth recov-
ery function drives the laser scan current. After averaging the
CD, AMD, and RD signals onboard the FPGA to the desired
time resolution, these signals are sent to the host for process-
ing in the following steps.

1. Common-mode noise is mathematically removed for
every measurement update by subtracting the AMD
signal from the CD signal using the expression CD-
R*AMD, where R is calculated as the ratio between the
CD and AMD scan amplitudes. This provides a mathe-
matical balancing of the CD and AMD powers.

2. The CD-R*AMD signal is wavelength-locked by sub-
channel-shifting the recorded CD-R*AMD spectra us-
ing the C2H6 high-concentration cell in the RD path
as a reference. Here we utilize a manifold of at least
30 individual strong ethane vibrational–rotational lines
spanning a 0.2 cm−1 range centered at ∼ 2996.8 cm−1,
which are the same lines employed by Yacovitch et
al. (2014). This simplified approach was found to
be sufficient compared to the CAMS-1 instrument,
whereby the laser current is used to actively stabilize
the wavelength in a feedback loop.

3. Residual instrument noise is removed by periodically
recording and subtracting the instrument spectral back-
ground by introducing ultrapure air into the multi-pass
cell for a period of 90 s and repeated every 5 to 7 min
before a new background is acquired, as previously dis-
cussed. This yields an ambient duty cycle ranging be-
tween 83 % and 88 %.

4. To retrieve the measured concentration, Sect. 2.7 dis-
cusses further details of the fitting procedures em-
ployed in determining ambient ethane concentrations
using background-subtracted spectra and measurements
of cell pressure, temperature, and path length along with
spectroscopic parameters from the infrared database
provided by Harrison et al. (2010) using the Beer–
Lambert absorption law.

The software fits multiple absorption features in the same
scan window and interference deconvolution. Figure 5 shows
an example of fitting out multiple species (C2H6, CH4) in the
same scan, but in this case the CH4 line strength only yields

Figure 5. Ethane and methane simulated lines using Harrison et
al. (2010) and HITRAN 2016 line parameters. Note the rather large
wavelength spread of the ethane background data caused by a mul-
titude of small ethane and methane lines in the wings. In the text we
refer to this as a pedestal, and it is further highlighted by the blue
area at the high-frequency side of the ethane absorption wing.

measurement precisions of ∼ 30–40 ppbv, as the priority for
scan window selection was to obtain maximum precision of
C2H6. The DFG-based system has a wide and flexible tuning
range, and judicial selection of the wavelength region can ac-
commodate multiple species to fit different measurement re-
quirements. All measurement and housekeeping data as well
as unprocessed (raw) CD, AMD, and RD spectra are stored
on a local USB–SD drive that can be accessed via a router by
either Wi-Fi or LAN connections.

A major effort was devoted to operating the instrument au-
tonomously during flight, allowing the instrument, depend-
ing on the “instrument state”, to take preprogrammed actions
such as pause, restart, safe state, or shutdown of individual
tasks and/or software modules or the complete instrument if
needed. All actions and error messages are logged to help
trace potential issues later. At power-up, the instrument runs
a series of “checks” and if passed enters “ambient” measure-
ment mode without the need to “calibrate” as the measure-
ment is based on the first-principle Beer–Lambert absorp-
tion law.

2.7 Direct absorption spectroscopy

Figure 5 shows a simulation of the resulting absorption spec-
trum for 1 ppbv of ethane employing typical conditions of
temperature (26.6 ◦C), pressure (73.2 torr), and a path length
of 4760 cm using Voigt line profiles and the Harrison et
al. (2010) database for ethane. As discussed by Yacovitch
et al. (2014), the HITRAN database for ethane does not sat-
isfactorily reproduce the ethane spectrum in the 3 µm region,
and this was further verified by our comparisons of the di-
rect absorption results with independently calibrated stan-
dards. We also show the spectrum for 2 ppmv of methane
using the 2016 HITRAN database. This simulation closely
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approximates the scan wavelength range used during the
ACT-America studies. As can be seen, methane introduces
a positive interference on ethane. At the ethane line center,
these simulations indicate that 2 ppmv of methane produces
an error of + 347 pptv on ethane. This is in close agreement
with laboratory results employing calibrated methane stan-
dards. Such measurements reveal that 2 ppmv of methane re-
sults in an error of + 342 pptv on the retrieved ethane. Al-
though we can remove this interference using the methane
line at 2997 cm−1, we instead employ the more precise on-
board measurements of methane from a PICARRO G2401 m
calibrated in-flight with standards traceable to the WMO
X2014 scale (ORNL dataset reference). Once the data have
been carefully time-shifted to match ambient features, this
is accomplished by subtracting the PICARRO methane val-
ues multiplied by the 342 pptv / 2000 ppbv factor from our
retrieved initial ethane values. Future instrument configura-
tions will employ the 2997 cm−1 absorption line and stronger
CH4 features to remove this interference without the depen-
dence on another instrument.

A key requirement for maintenance-free operation is the
implementation of absolute first-principle direct absorption
measurements via the Beer–Lambert absorption law:

I

Io
= e−σ LC N = e−A. (1)

Here, I and Io are the transmitted and incident intensities,
respectively, acquired from measurements of the CD at each
wavelength step, σ is the absorption cross section, L is the
absorption path length, C is the mixing ratio of ethane, N is
the air number density flowing in the absorption path at the
sampling temperature and pressure, and A is the resulting
absorbance (base e). Prior to each ambient acquisition, back-
ground spectra (CD-R*AMD)Bkg are acquired by directing
zero air into the inlet. The background spectra are averaged
and used to subtract from the subsequent ambient acquisi-
tions to obtain a relatively flat transmission spectrum. The
remaining baseline curvature is removed using a third- to
fifth-order polynomial function. Io values are determined on
the CD signal at each wavelength step using a low-pass filter
to remove the absorption feature. The high-pass filtering of
(CD-R*AMD) provides measurements of the differential ab-
sorption spectrum as dI values at each wavelength step. We
then calculate an absorbance at each step from

A=−ln
Io− dI
Io

= σ L C N. (2)

Employing the Marquardt–Levenberg nonlinear fitting algo-
rithm (Marquardt, 1963; Levenberg, 1944) with these ab-
sorbance measurements along with spectral parameters from
Harrison et al. (2010) for ethane and from the 2016 HI-
TRAN database for methane and water, Voigt line shapes,
and measurements of pressure, temperature, and path length,
we calculate the best-fit absorbance profile. The system soft-

Figure 6. Ambient ethane and methane raw and fit spectra acquired
by sampling laboratory air. The spectra are in channel numbers. The
fit indicates an ethane mixing ratio of 4.23± 0.025 ppbv, while the
methane corresponds to 1591±30 ppbv. The methane feature under-
lying the ethane feature shown in the previous figure is still present
but not evident in the fits here since this feature almost perfectly
overlaps with ethane. The methane feature on the right in this scan
is clearly underestimated since we have not optimized the width of
this feature. The very weak methane feature between ethane and
methane also shows up on the raw spectra but is not properly fit
here.

ware supports fitting the integrated area of each spectral fea-
ture employing the appropriate integrated absorption cross
sections in determining mixing ratios via Eq. (2). How-
ever, it was found that fitting to a peak absorbance using
the line-center absorption cross section was less suscepti-
ble to baseline noise, particularly from optical fringes, and
slow changes in baseline curvature. This latter approach
was therefore used throughout the campaigns in retrieving
ethane mixing ratios. In this approach, a peak ethane absorp-
tion cross section was determined at a line-center σ(ν0) of
9.03×10−18 cm2 molec.−1 from the Voigt simulations shown
in Fig. 5 employing the Harrison et al. (2010) database for
the 2996.85 cm−1 manifold of ethane lines after accounting
for the relatively broad-absorption baseline pedestal shown.
Figure 6 shows raw and fitted spectra acquired for ethane
(4.23 ppbv) and methane in our laboratory. The methane fea-
ture underlying the ethane is still present but is not visible
here since the methane almost perfectly overlaps with ethane.
Since the width of this fit is not optimized for the methane
feature on the right, its absorbance is underestimated.

The overall cross section uncertainty quoted by Harrison et
al. (2010) is ±6 % (1σ), after considering a correction factor
applied to their data to match results from Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) measurements. Since that study
determines the results at various pressures, including those
around 76 torr, we assume that the uncertainty in the exact
individual line positions is taken into account. This is impor-
tant since our recorded ethane feature is the convolution of at
least 30 individual lines at our 73 torr sampling pressure, and
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small line position errors could add to the uncertainty of our
deduced peak line-center absorption cross section above.

As indicated, known calibration mixtures of ethane–
methane diluted in zero air from a set of working Scott
Marrin standards were introduced into the inlet (20 and
2000 ppbv) before and after each flight to further validate
the direct absorption retrieved values and the fitting approach
implemented. Typically, the retrieved ethane values for the
working standards were lower than the expected input values
based on the manufacturer-assigned values times the mea-
sured dilution ratio. All reported ambient ethane data were
thus based on direct absorption values corrected by the daily
working standard correction factors (assigned cylinder mix-
ing ratio of retrieved values during preflight and postflight
calibrations). Since this procedure relied upon the accuracy
of the Scott Marrin working standards, we also verified these
standards in the laboratory based on multiple direct absorp-
tion measurements employing the CAMS-1 and CAMS-2
instruments. In addition, prior to the fifth field deployment
we measured the mixing ratios of various additional ethane
standards by direct absorption. These standards included
(1) a gravimetrically prepared ethane–air standard (nomi-
nal 5 ppmv) from Apel-Riemer Environmental, which in turn
was evaluated by Riemer against NIST Standard Reference
Material (SRM) gases, and (2) two additional ethane stan-
dards in the 0.3 and 3 ppbv range employing Niwot Ridge air
prepared and analyzed by the NOAA/ESRL Global Monitor-
ing Division and subsequently analyzed by Detlev Helmig’s
Atmospheric Research Laboratory at the University of Col-
orado Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research using standards
tied to the Global Greenhouse Gas Reference Network (see
for example Helmig et al., 2016). The latter two standards
were measured in our laboratory by direct absorption without
dilution. Collectively, all the ethane standard comparisons re-
sulted in agreement between our direct absorption values and
the assigned cylinder values in the range between −1.2 %
and + 4.8 %. It is important to note that the NOAA stan-
dards were used by Baier et al. (2019) in their programmable
flask package (PFP) ethane measurements. Figure 9a shows
an orthogonal distance linear regression (ODR) plot of our
direct absorption results (with the daily corrections applied)
integrated over the PFP time base as a function of the PFP
ethane results for the entire spring 2018 fourth deployment.
Additional ambient ethane ODR comparisons for the second
through the fourth field campaigns are provided in Table 2,
and these results show agreement between CAMS and the
PFP to within 3 %. Collectively, all ethane comparisons (am-
bient and cylinder standard measurements) show agreement
within the±6 % (1σ) Harrison et al. (2010) cross section un-
certainty value.

2.8 Background acquisitions, diagnostics, and data
handling

This section will discuss additional sources of uncertainty
associated with background changes measured during zero
air background additions. Backgrounds are acquired by over-
flowing the inlet with zero air every 5 to 7 min using ultrapure
compressed air. Initially, a 5 min ambient period was chosen
before a new background was acquired. Numerous instru-
ment improvements during each field deployment phase en-
abled zero air background subtraction to be extended to 7 min
by the fourth campaign in the spring of 2018. These back-
grounds not only provide a semicontinuous assessment of
the instrument measurement precision, but also represent an
important component of the measurement accuracy. In con-
trast to many other studies that report a single precision and
accuracy assessment for an entire study, we report the mea-
surement performance with every ambient cycle, and over
the course of each mission these assessments cover the full
range of aircraft maneuvers of pitch, roll, aircraft ascents
and descents, cabin pressure and temperature changes, and
vibrations. The resulting data, reported as histograms, thus
provide a more representative picture of the true instrument
performance.

Figure 7a shows two background (Bkgn, Bkgn+1) acqui-
sition periods during the fourth deployment phase during the
spring of 2018. The first background (Period A) is prior to
the ambient period, and the second one is after the ambient
period (Period B). The entire 90 s background periods, which
includes 30 s for background acquisition plus the two flush-
ing periods, are shown. Each of the ambient-derived mix-
ing ratios shown here employed Bkgn acquired during Pe-
riod A to subtract, and thus as a means to remove, the op-
tical background structure. The backgrounds are fitted and
treated with a procedure identical to the ambient acquisi-
tions that uses the previous background to subtract and re-
move residual optical noise. In the case of Period A, we
show the derived mixing ratio results from the residual fit
of Bkgn acquired during this period minus Bkgn−1, acquired
7 min prior (not shown). As illustrated, the fit of the result-
ing background difference (Bkgn – Bkgn−1) yields a stable
background difference (0.020± 0.018 ppbv) close to zero.
The instrument precision (1σ) was determined for each as-
sociated ambient period from the mixing ratio standard de-
viation of this background fit difference. We assign a single
precision for each ambient period, and these are plotted as
error bars with each 1 s ambient result. This standard devi-
ation is close to that determined for the ambient acquisition
period indicated (±0.031 ppbv) and further supports our pre-
cision estimates. As true ambient variability cannot be ruled
out, the larger ambient imprecision compared to the back-
ground fit difference is not surprising. This result, among oth-
ers and laboratory measurements, shows that the precision is
concentration-independent. During the last 3 s of each back-
ground cycle before valve switching back to ambient, we plot
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Table 1. Total measurement uncertainty estimates (TMUs) during all ambient ethane measurements > 0.5 ppbv acquired during three of the
field campaigns.

Winter Fall Spring
Parameter 2017, II 2017, III 2018, IV

TMU average (ppbv) 0.146 0.176 0.122
TMU SD (ppbv) 0.221 0.089 0.080
TMU median (ppbv) 0.095 0.164 0.098
N 249 923 247 426 331 632
TMU avg (%) of ambient 7.5 % 12.3 % 7.8 %
TMU SD (%) of ambient 13.9 % 9.1 % 8.4 %
TMU median (%) of ambient 4.0 % 9.9 % 5.2 %
Max. ambient ethane conc. (ppbv) 45.912 29.251 67.009
Median precision (ppbv) 0.051 0.051 0.044

Table 2. Orthogonal linear regressions of the fast CAMS data averaged over the PFP time base vs. the PFP data for three of the field
deployment phases.

Deployment phase Slope Intercept (ppbv) R2 N

Winter 2017, II 1.029± 0.0047 −0.119± 0.021 0.998 80
Fall 2017, III 1.031± 0.0039 −0.093± 0.014 0.998 101
Spring 2018, IV 1.031± 0.0063 −0.078± 0.017 0.994 173

Average 1.030± 0.005 −0.097± 0.021 0.997

a 3 s snapshot of ultrapure air (background), whereby we
subtract the background acquired during the past 30 s from
this 3 s snapshot as a means to highlight fast changes in the
present background. This background difference is annotated
in red. Under perfectly stable conditions, one should expect
values around zero without significant background drifts over
the course of the 30 s. As discussed previously, the new back-
ground (Bkgn in this case acquired over the full 30 s) is then
used for the subsequent ambient spectra. We emphasize here
that the 3 s snapshot period is a diagnostic meant to show
fast background changes relative to the full 30 s new back-
grounds that are employed for the next ambient period. Dur-
ing Period B, we show a plot of the newest background mi-
nus the previous background (Bkgn+1–Bkgn). This results
in a value of 0.051± 0.035 ppbv and a snapshot value of
−0.014± 0.029 ppbv.

During stable instrument performance, as indicated in
Fig. 7a, not only should the 3 s snapshot values lie around
zero within the indicated precision, but the background
differences before and after each ambient should also be
equivalent within the measurement precisions. In this case
the background during Period A (Bkgn–Bkgn−1 = 0.020±
0.018 ppbv) is equivalent to the background during Pe-
riod B (Bkgn+1–Bkgn= 0.051±0.035 ppbv). However, per-
turbations from the various sources mentioned above dur-
ing flight will show offsets not only between adjacent back-
ground differences, but also between the latest background
and the 3 s snapshot values. Figure 7b exhibits such ex-
treme behavior during the first field deployment phase be-

fore the enclosure was pressure sealed. The snapshot value
of 0.207± 0.007 ppbv during the 3 s period (shown by the
notch) not only yields a value far removed from zero, result-
ing from the enclosure 4.4 torr pressure drift, but also a back-
ground change of 0.523 ppbv. The second background pe-
riod, furthermore, revealed an additional background change
from the 0.207 ppbv value to 0.113 ppbv. As a result, our
ethane data from the first deployment phase conducted dur-
ing the summer of 2016 are degraded by pressure changes in
the optical enclosure and not included in our final reported
ACT data. However, this figure and the resultant data show
the magnitude that pressure changes in the optical enclosure
can exert on the retrieved ambient ethane data and hence the
importance of pressure control. Figure 7c shows the back-
ground behavior during the third deployment phase in the
fall of 2017 that is typically observed once the temperature
of the system has been restabilized for at least 30 min after
takeoff and after the enclosure pressurization problem was
fixed. As can be seen, large fluctuations in cabin pressure
no longer affect the enclosure pressure and hence the back-
ground structure.

Although the background profiles, and hence the quality
of the ambient ethane data, were significantly improved dur-
ing the fourth field deployment phase, as shown in Fig. 7a,
we still observed moderate background shifts even after sys-
tem temperature stabilization. Figure 7d, which was acquired
on the same day as Fig. 7a, provides one such example.
The background data during Period A reveal essentially the
same excellent performance as Fig. 7a. However, the back-
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Figure 7. (a) Pre- and post-ambient background acquisitions during the fourth field deployment phase. The background values have the same
units as the ambient ethane structure (ppbv). The dark blue circles represent the derived mixing ratios of the background difference (present
– previous). The dark blue line highlighted by the numbers in red represents a 3 s snapshot of the new background itself. The enclosure
pressure change (not shown) over the entire time period here is 0.36 torr. This deployment phase represents the latest improvements whereby
the cell and input–output optics have been further stabilized (see text). (b) Pre- and post-ambient background acquisitions during the first field
deployment phase on 27 August 2016 before the enclosure was sealed. The blue traces in the shaded regions show background acquisitions
before and after the ambient acquisitions. In this case the leaking enclosure caused a pressure change of 4.4 torr in the first background region
as the cabin pressure changed, causing very dramatic changes not only in the fast noise but also a shift in the background of 0.523 ppbv in this
case between the (Bkgn – Bkgn−1) and the 3 s snapshot. (c) Pre- and post-ambient background acquisitions during the third field deployment
phase in the fall of 2017 in the same format as Fig. 7a. As the cabin pressure changes by 37 torr on the descent during the second background
period, the enclosure pressure is stable to within 0.23 torr. The optics have not been stabilized here, so changes in pitch have a more dramatic
effect on the background structure. (d) Pre- and post-ambient background acquisitions during the fourth field deployment phase. During
background Period B the aircraft pitch changes, causing a small optical change in the background structure, which in turn changes the
background fit value by ∼ 0.153 ppbv.

ground data in Period B reveal a residual system sensitiv-
ity to what we believe are rapid changes in aircraft pitch as
the aircraft was preparing for landing, but these have been
observed during other occasions even after improved optics
stabilization. Although the precisions are still excellent, here
the background jumps from an average value of −0.002 to
0.188 ppbv, and the 3 s snapshot period previously unobserv-
able becomes immediately evident during the second change
in aircraft pitch in Period B. To account for such additional
time background changes we applied an additional correc-
tion to the final ambient ethane data. Referring to Fig. 7d, we
linearly interpolate the background data between a zero con-
centration at the end of Period A (which represents the new

background that is applied to the subsequent ambient data)
and the average background data at the start of Period B.
This linear background temporal interpolation, which is sub-
tracted from the ambient data between the two background
periods, accounts for linear background drifts. Obviously,
nonlinear drifts or jumps in the true background will cause
data errors. Our subsequent data analysis using our ethane
data flags such time periods, especially where there are large
background changes and/or the ethane data show such an ar-
tificial time dependence. Flagged time periods are manually
examined for validity. Using this same logic for the next am-
bient period, we interpolate between 0 ppbv (Period B) to the
mean background at the start of the next background period
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(0.038± 0.032 ppbv). We estimate the component of uncer-
tainty due to such background changes over each ambient
time period by 1/2 of the mean value at the beginning of
the next background period. Section 3.1 further discusses the
various components of our estimated total measurement un-
certainties.

3 System improvements during each ACT-America
airborne field deployment phase and comparisons of
CAMS-2 with CAMS-1

CAMS-2 was designed to realize a small, lightweight, fully
autonomous, and calibration-free instrument. While several
aspects of the CAMS-1 design were inherited by CAMS-2,
a number of new approaches were implemented for CAMS-
2 and continually evolved for the entire duration of the field
deployments. Improvements and simplifications between the
CAMS-2 and CAMS-1 designs will be compared at the end
of this section.

3.1 Improvements with each field deployment phase

The most impactful improvements were implemented before
the third and fourth field deployment phases. Prior to the
third field deployment phase, the enclosure pressure was sta-
bilized and, in addition, the optimum PPLN phase-matching
temperature was de-tuned to reduce a small halo spatial emis-
sion mode exiting the PPLN crystal. Although this substan-
tially reduced mid-IR power, it significantly improved the
matching between the CD and AMD arms, resulting in im-
proved performance, as will be further discussed below in
this section. Prior to the fourth field deployment phase in the
spring of 2018, we further addressed the mechanical stability
of various optical components.

The mechanical construction between the MP cell and the
launching optics was improved by stabilizing bars, reduc-
ing movements induced by accelerations. An improvement of
∼ 2× in baseline concentration stability was verified by in-
ducing instrument tip-and-tilt actions in the lab. The mechan-
ical stability is not only affected by accelerations, but also by
enclosure temperature variations that reached ±0.5 ◦C over
5 min during normal flight operations. Two potential causes
were identified: (1) lack of efficient air exchange between
the thermoelectric cooling unit and optical components and
(2) low thermoelectric efficiency at > 30 ◦C cabin tempera-
tures. This is in contrast to CAMS-1 temperature control of
±0.1 ◦C and is a contributor to performance degradation in
non-laboratory environmental conditions. This furthermore
necessitated at least 30 min of restabilization before optimal
performance was achieved after takeoff. Even though the
temperature changes are relatively slow, they can affect the
mechanical stability through thermal expansion but also alter
the optical properties of active and passive fibers, as well as
perturb the nonlinear optical frequency generation process in

the PPLN crystal. These components have previously been
determined to be sensitive to temperature variations affect-
ing short- and long-term drifts in the spectroscopic baseline
(Weibring et al., 2006, 2007). Therefore, the PPLN compart-
ment was insulated and the fiber trays were padded by foam,
similar to CAMS-1, to insulate and slow down temperature
variations as well as dampen fiber vibrations during airborne
operation. This significantly reduced high-frequency noise.

Small PPLN temperature instabilities can result in sec-
ondary effects that alter the temporal and spatial beam prop-
agation of the highly focused beams through the PPLN. Ac-
cording to Zhou et al. (2014), non-collinear focusing of the
two beams into the PPLN crystal results in spatial devia-
tion of the PPLN output from a Gaussian beam to a Gaus-
sian beam with a donut-shaped halo component. The spatial
evolution for propagation of such a beam deviates between
the near and far field compared to the ideal Gaussian beam,
making it especially difficult to record and remove common-
mode noise with our subtraction approach, which is depen-
dent on the fact that the spatial beam properties between CD
and AMD detectors are only influenced by the cell transmis-
sion and not a spatial mismatch between the CD and AMD
detector areas. This was confirmed to be present in CAMS-2
using a mid-infrared camera, while CAMS-1 did not show
the same behavior. CAMS-1 and CAMS-2 use different fo-
cusing geometries, resulting in a more non-collinear phase
matching in the latter case. Adjustments within the CAMS-
2 design to attain minimal non-collinear phase matching
could not be achieved. Therefore, CAMS-2 required temper-
ature de-tuning of the PPLN crystal from the optimal-power-
generating phase-matching temperature to suppress residual
non-collinear phase matching, improving the spatial beam
shape and degree of matching in the CD and AMD arms. The
drawback of operating on the edge of the phase-matching
bandwidth resulted in larger power instability induced by
small ambient temperature perturbations.

The resulting low DFG power of 10–20 µW placed strin-
gent requirements on the electrical noise of the system to en-
sure that the system is operating in the shot noise regime.
New low-noise switching power supplies and filtering ded-
icated for the detector preamplifiers and sequential noise
filtering were applied (see Sect. 2.3). A low-noise Vigo
HgCdTe (MCT) detector type with a high shunt resistance
was selected. The small detector surface area was mitigated
by an attached half-ball immersion lens, making the apparent
detector area 1 mm in diameter and allowing less demanding
focusing conditions. The drawback of using a detector with a
ball lens is that regardless of the incoming beam angle there
will always be a reflection going straight back into the incom-
ing beam (cat-eye effect), potentially causing optical feed-
back and associated fringing. While DFG is immune to di-
rect feedback, mid-IR laser sources such as quantum cascade
lasers are known to be affected by optical feedback. How-
ever, reflected and/or scattered beams in the present optical
system can still produce optical fringe noise between enclo-
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Figure 8. (a) Precision histogram of all zero background measure-
ments for the third field deployment phase (3–16 October 2017); bin
width: 0.005 ppbv. (b) Precision histograms of zero air background
measurements in the PBL and in FT acquired during the spring 2018
fourth field deployment phase using a bin width of 0.005 ppbv.

sure walls and various optical components. To minimize such
effects, optical components were tilted and reflected beams
removed by beam stops.

The various performance-inhibiting thermal issues were
mitigated before the fourth field deployment phase and re-
sulted in robust high performance during airborne operations.
The results can immediately be seen using histograms by
comparing the precisions determined from the background
measurements during the third field deployment phase in the
fall of 2017 in Fig. 8a with those in Fig. 8b acquired during
the fourth field deployment phase in the spring of 2018.

We show in these figures histograms of the resulting 1 s
background precisions acquired with each ambient acquisi-
tion period for the entire third and fourth field deployment
phases, and the resulting lognormal fits and associated mode
of the fits reveal both instantaneous noise and instrument
drift since last background recording. In Fig. 8a, even though
the mode of the lognormal fit reveals an excellent preci-
sion of 0.040 ppbv during the third field deployment phase,
one can immediately observe a second distribution mode by
the rather large tail in the histograms out to values as high
as 0.340 ppbv. By comparison, the two histograms shown

Figure 9. (a) Spring 2018 IV field deployment phase final com-
parisons of CAMS average on PFP time base vs. PFP. (b) Tem-
poral profile of ethane from the CAMS (blue lines) and PFP (blue
crosses) measurements as well as PICARRO methane (red line) and
PFP (red crosses) measurements. The gray shaded region shows the
highly variable ambient results for the point eliminated in Fig. 9a.

in Fig. 8b (one in the PBL with pressure altitudes < 2 km
and one in calmer, less turbulent free troposphere air at al-
titudes > 2 km) both reveal only single mode distributions
with lognormal-mode fit values of 0.040 ppbv throughout the
entire fourth campaign and hence more stable instrument
performance. One also observes a considerable number of
background values in the 0.030 to 0.040 ppbv range. It is im-
portant to note that these comparisons, which reveal the ef-
fectiveness of our improvements, were acquired over all the
various aircraft perturbations during both field deployment
phases (i.e., pitch, roll, yaw, cabin pressure and temperature
changes, and vibrations), which presented challenges for our
ethane measurements. Showing precision histograms under
all such conditions, particularly in both the turbulent bound-
ary layer and the calmer free troposphere, further accentu-
ates the dynamic nature of airborne performance and rein-
forces the fact that a single performance estimate does not
truly capture this dynamic performance.

As previously stated, the measurement precisions only
reveal part of the performance story as changes in back-
ground structure acquired during zeroing between ambient
acquisitions dictate the overall total measurement uncertainty
(TMU). The TMU at the 1− σ level is comprised of five
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Figure 10. Simultaneous ethane (a) and methane (b) over the south-
east. The ethane measurements are from the CAMS-2 instrument,
while methane measurements were acquired from a PICARRO in-
strument onboard the B200 aircraft.

terms:

TMU=
√

A2+B2+C2+D2+E2. (3)

These terms are (A) the background precisions prior to
each ambient acquisition period, (B) temporal changes
in the background differences over the course of each
ambient acquisition, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion, (C) the uncertainty in the methane interference cor-
rection (0.342 ppbv / 2000 ppbv [CH4± 0.006]) as deter-
mined in the laboratory, (D) the PICARRO methane mea-
surement error (±1 ppbv×0.342 / 2000=±0.0002 ppbv;
https://doi.org/10.3334/ORNLDAAC/1556), and (E) the un-
certainty in the fitting correction factor employing the in-
put calibration standards. Table 1 shows the estimated TMU
for three of the field deployment phases estimated during all
the ambient measurements for ethane values> 0.5 ppbv. The
TMUs are given both in absolute ethane mixing ratios and
the percent of the ambient values. The temporal changes in
the background differences comprise the largest contribution
to these TMUs. As can be seen, the median precisions are all
less than 54 % of the TMU values, which for the latter values
fall within the 0.095 to 0.164 ppbv range (4 % to ∼ 10 % of
the ambient values).

Although the TMUs are quite good, they can be improved
significantly by further mechanical stabilization of the op-
tics towards aircraft pitch changes and improved temperature
control of the optics within the enclosure, as well as opti-
mized PPLN focusing geometry. As with our dynamic pre-
cision estimates, these dynamic TMU estimates truly reveal
the instrument performance over the full range of aircraft
maneuvers. The comparisons of the CAMS ethane measure-
ments with the flask package (PFP) measurements acquired
by NOAA on the same aircraft (Baier et al., 2019), discussed
in Sect. 3.3, further support the lower range of our TMU es-
timates. In two of the three field deployment phases the me-
dian TMU as a percent of ambient values falls in the 4 % to

Figure 11. Ethane–methane slopes over the southeast during the
October–November 2017 time period showing three plumes with
high ethane–methane slopes. The wind directions along the flight
tracks are indicated by arrows (the wind speeds, WNS, are multi-
plied by 3 for emphasis). The four major shale plays in this region
are indicated along with the 2012 EPA gridded methane emission
rates in the gray-filled circles, which are sized by their emission
rates.

5.2 % range, which, as will be seen in Sect. 3.3, yields CAMS
ethane values that are nearly identical to the PFP values to
within 3 %± 0.5 %. This also includes the third field deploy-
ment phase wherein the TMU estimate yields a median value
of 9.9 %. Perhaps our TMU estimates in some cases overes-
timate the background drift component of uncertainty.

3.2 Comparison of CAMS-2 to CAMS-1 performance

In this section we compare the CAMS-2 ethane airborne per-
formance from the fourth field deployment phase with that
from airborne CAMS-1 ethane measurements employing a
much heavier, larger, and more complex airborne system.
CAMS-1 employs 2-f harmonic detection, while CAMS-2
employs direct absorption spectroscopy. Direct absorption
spectroscopy has the advantage of yielding an absolute mea-
surement based upon fundamental principles. For compari-
son, CAMS-1 employed second harmonic detection, which
reduces the signal strength by ∼ 2–3 times and the precision
by the square root of 2–3. If, however, the measured sig-
nal contains large technical (electronic, optical, environmen-
tal) noise that is uncorrelated with the spectral scan, phase-
sensitive second harmonic detection can effectively suppress
such noise to a greater extent than direct absorption tech-
niques. However, with judicial design and attention to de-
tails, technical noise can be suppressed and minimized. We
compare the 0.030–0.040 ppbv 1 s CAMS-2 airborne ethane
performance here to the median 1 s value of 0.025 ppbv for
ethane in CAMS-1. As different absorption features, sam-
pling pressures, and path lengths were used, this comparison
requires one to translate the above concentrations to mini-
mal detectable line-center absorbance values, Amin. CAMS-
1 operates on a manifold of ethane lines at 2986 cm−1 com-
pared with the 2996 cm−1 manifold for CAMS-2. CAMS-
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Figure 12. (a) Ethane–methane time series plot for plume 1 high-
lighted in Fig. 11. The CAMS ethane (blue trace) compares well
with the PFP ethane measurement shown by the solid gray hori-
zontal points around 20:06. As shown, the ethane–methane slope is
18.4 %. (b) Ethane–methane time series plots for plumes 2 and 3
highlighted in Fig. 11.

1 operates at a sampling pressure of 50 torr using a 89.6 m
path length, while CAMS-2 operates at 73 torr using a 47.6 m
path length. Using a mid-range CAMS-2 value of 0.035 ppbv
compared to 0.025 ppbv in CAMS-1, we calculate a ratio
(Amin)CAMS-2/(Amin)CAMS-1= 3.5×10−6/2.8×10−6

=

1.3. That is, we achieve nearly comparable airborne ethane
performance with an instrument that is over a factor of 3
lighter (when one folds in no operator and seat), signifi-
cantly less complicated to operate, and approximately half
the size. Our 0.015–0.020 ppbv precisions during laboratory
conditions further suggest an even more favorable CAMS-2
comparison if one further addresses the remaining tempera-
ture stability issues and the residual sensitivity to rapid pitch
maneuvers.

3.3 Airborne comparisons of CAMS-2 ethane
measurements with NOAA’s programmable flask
package system

Figure 9a shows a linear regression fit (orthogonal distance
regressions, ODRs) of the fast CAMS ethane data averaged

over the PFP time base (Y axis) vs. the PFP measurements (X
axis), and the results are shown in the ODR inset and in Ta-
ble 2. During each field deployment (II–IV), we carried out
comparisons of our continuous 1 s ethane measurements (not
corrected by the calibration standard comparisons) with the
NOAA PFP results by averaging our results over the flask
fill start and stop times of the PFP system. This procedure
is accurate during constant ethane mixing ratios when rapid
ethane changes in plumes are not sampled. When sampling
plumes, by contrast, one would need to know the exact tem-
poral filling profile of the PFP system in order to modify the
CAMS averaging kernel. This is further discussed by Baier
et al. (2019). In plumes without taking this into account,
one can thus obtain fast averages that are simultaneously too
high, too low, and in agreement with the PFP measurements,
depending upon the slope of the changes. Thus, to reduce
such effects, we exclude CAMS data whose standard devia-
tion over the PFP sampling period is greater than 0.6 ppbv,
and the highest point of the regression plot in Fig. 9a (blue
point with blue circle) was eliminated for this purpose. As
shown in Fig. 9b, the atmospheric ethane (blue lines) and
methane (red lines) concentrations were rapidly changing,
resulting in PFP underestimations in both cases. The PFP re-
sults are highlighted in the shaded region by crosses in both
cases. Our 0.6 ppbv ambient ethane standard deviation cutoff
filter in this case flagged this point. Here the ambient stan-
dard deviation for the CAMS data averaged over the PFP
time base was 1.006 ppbv.

The average slope value for the three field deployment
phases is 1.030± 0.005, which falls within the −1.2 % and
+4.8 % range for the calibration standard comparisons. At
present, we do not have an explanation for the small but per-
sistent negative intercepts that average to a value of−0.097±
0.021 ppbv. This could imply that either the PFP measure-
ments have a small positive interference or the CAMS direct
absorption measurements have a small negative interference
from the tails of nearby absorptions.

4 Employing CAMS ethane measurements in assessing
methane sources

As stated in the Introduction, methane and ethane have com-
mon sources from oil and natural gas exploration and produc-
tion, coal mines, and wildfires. Ratios of ethane and methane
measurements can be used to distinguish these sources from
biogenic sources of methane. As one example, our CAMS-
2 ethane results were employed by Barkley et al. (2019a) to
estimate methane emissions using a top-down approach from
coal and natural gas production in southwestern Pennsylva-
nia. This research concludes that while Environmental Pro-
tection Agency inventories appear to report emissions from
coal accurately, emissions from unconventional natural gas
are underreported in the region by a factor of 2 to 8. In an-
other example, in Barkley et al. (2019b), ethane–methane
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slopes from large plumes across frontal boundaries in the
midwest are used to differentiate between oil–gas and animal
agriculture sources. In this case, the high ethane–methane
ratios led to the conclusion that oil and gas sources were
responsible for a majority of the unaccounted for methane
emissions observed in the frontal flights.

In another application, we show simultaneous ethane and
methane measurements over the south-central United States
to derive ethane–methane slopes over various shale basins.
Figure 10 shows one such example from the southern deploy-
ment of the fall 2017 field campaign. Here we show simul-
taneous enhancements in ethane and methane from the many
oil and natural gas exploration and production activities over
this region. These include the Permian, Eagle Ford, Barnett,
and Haynesville shale regions shown in Fig. 11. This figure
employs fast measurements provided by CAMS-2 along with
fast methane measurements from a PICARRO methane in-
strument onboard the B200 to derive ethane–methane slopes
shown on the flight tracks as colored points. This plot also
shows the gridded methane emissions from the 2012 EPA
inventory (Maasakkers et al., 2016) as well as the wind di-
rections and speeds. As can be seen, the ethane–methane
slopes over this region are highly variable and range from
0.5 % to 29.1 %. Figure 11 highlights four individual plumes
by the black circles surrounding each plume. Figure 12a fur-
ther shows the ethane and methane time series corresponding
to plume 1, while Fig. 12b shows this for plumes 2 and 3.
Here the ethane–methane slopes, which range from 7.1 % to
18.7 %, reflect emissions primarily from the Barnett and Ea-
gle Ford shale regions based upon proximity and wind direc-
tion. Although we have not yet carried out the same careful
shale basin analysis as Peischl et al. (2018) for this region,
the ethane–methane slopes in Fig. 11 fall in the same range
(8.5 % to 20.5 %) as two study days reported by Peischl et
al. (2018) and the 9.6 % reported by Smith et al. (2015).

5 Summary

We present in this study a new autonomous airborne ethane
instrument for fast 1 s measurements on the NASA B200
aircraft for ACT-America studies based upon the CAMS-2
DFG spectrometer. This instrument is significantly smaller
and lighter-weight than its CAMS-1 predecessor and yields
nearly comparable performance within a factor of ∼ 1.3. By
operating autonomously, we eliminate the weight of ∼ 110–
140 kg typically reserved for an operator and seat. The
CAMS-2 instrument employs a pressure-stabilized and ther-
mally controlled enclosure to avoid performance degradation
due to aircraft cabin pressure and temperature changes.

This system reliably acquired high-precision and fast
ethane measurements on the B200 aircraft over several hun-
dred flight hours during the five ACT-America field cam-
paigns. The airborne performance was significantly im-
proved with each successive field deployment phase study,

and we summarized herein the major upgraded design fea-
tures to achieve these improvements. During the fourth field
campaign in the spring of 2018, we achieved 1 s (1σ) air-
borne ethane precisions reproducibly in the 30–40 parts per
trillion (pptv) range in both the boundary layer and the less
turbulent free troposphere. To our knowledge, this perfor-
mance is among some of the best reported to date for fast
airborne ethane measurements. In both the laboratory and at
times during steady airborne operation these precisions were
as low as 15–20 pptv. Comparisons of CAMS-2 with the on-
board PFP produced an average slope of ∼ 1.03. It is impor-
tant to note that our precision estimates and TMU estimates
were dynamically determined over the full range of aircraft
maneuvers and are thus more representative of instrument
performance than a single estimate in a few select conditions.

Data availability. Measurement data are available at
https://doi.org/10.3334/ORNLDAAC/1593 (Davis et al., 2018).
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